Gmc 2016 acadia

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Number of Previous Owners: Owner
count not provided. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes!
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. This Acadia is loaded with features like a Navigation system,
back up camera, leather interior, heated seats, power tail gate, backup sensors, second row
captain chairs, fog lights, and so much more. AutoNation has a Haggle free, one price on every
preowned vehicle. We offer our Best price up front to eliminate the stress often associated with
purchasing from a dealership. We would like to help you buy a car, and NOT just sell you one.
Call now to schedule your test drive. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. Visit our website at Premier Automotive Inc. Some of the options and equipment listed
on the window sticker may no longer be available on this vehicle. The dealership will not be
responsible for any inaccurate information about a vehicle. It is the customer's sole
responsibility to verify any and all information listed online as all of this information is provided
to us by a third party such as Monroney labels, auctions and other sources. Vehicles are listed
online the same day of purchase, at times vehicles are either in transit or going through service.
We advise all customers to set up an appointment or at least call ahead of time to confirm the
availability of the vehicle. Your local manufacturer's franchise dealership should repair any
open recalls less then 10 years old, free of charge. Buyers are responsible for all state, county,
city taxes and fees in the state the vehicle will be registered. We reserve the right to end this
listing at any time should the vehicle no longer be available for sale and the sales prices are
subject to change without notice. Our 3. This All Wheel Drive SUV will take you down the
highway in ease and comfort with definitive lines and curves that depict the luxury in our
incredible vehicle. Our Acadia SLT-1 is highlighted by inch wheels and foglamps and has a bold
stance that inspires confidence. Notice that the interior of our SLT-1 delivers the upscale
elements that you dream of, such as a backup camera, a sunroof, rear parking sensors, tri-zone
automatic climate control, keyless entry and USB charge ports. Relax in heated leather front
seats and enjoy the latest technology with a touchscreen display, OnStar, Bluetooth phone
connectivity and a Bose sound system with CD, available satellite radio and HD radio. You'll
also have a myriad of safety features from GMC to keep you and your passengers as safe as
possible. Anti-lock disc brakes, traction and stability control, and airbags will all provide you
with peace of mind. Give your family the security, performance, and comfort that only come
from owning an Acadia Print this page and call us Now Holman Toyota, located in Mt. Laurel,
New Jersey is proud to be one of the premier dealerships in the area and a recipient of the
prestigious Toyota President's Award. Here at Big City Cars we offer you an experience that
can't be duplicated anywhere else. Dealer Raters highest rated independent dealership 3 years
in a row. Thank you to all of our customers who make this possible for us. Our loyalty to you is
returned in our value pricing. We know times are tough now and we are offering a shopping
experience tailored to each individual customer. So big inside, you'll think you're inside the
Superdome! Call today to schedule your test drive. Clean Carfax. All recommended services are
complete. Chat, email or call today to schedule your test drive and experience the difference for
yourself! Visit us online at Contact us online at Our prices cannot be beat! This SUV is a great
example of beauty and brawn with classic styling and a workhorse power plant. Once you see
this GMC, you'll quickly see that this is the perfect vehicle for the outdoor junky! You'll even feel
relaxed knowing that this All-Wheel drive vehicle will get you to where you are going no matter
what may come your way. Also, with this GMC Acadia's dependable control you'll be able to
drive into the sunset without a care in the world! The Acadia SLE has been lightly driven and
there is little to no wear and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used vehicle is
reflective of the 43,mi put on this GMC. Beautiful exterior. Clean interior. This GMC Acadia is so
immaculate it is practically new. More information about the GMC Acadia: The GMC Acadia
full-size crossover offers an alternative to the minivan for families looking for a safe, stylish,
people-carrier. Available all-wheel drive means that weather won't prevent the occasional side
trip, either. When held up to the Acadia's competitors-- the Dodge Durango, Honda Pilot and
Toyota Highlander, the Acadia meets or beats them by equipment and interior room, the Acadia
wins by offering a higher level of available luxury in the Denali. Tom Kadlec KIA We've got you
covered! Local Delivery. Ask Dealer for Details. Enjoy safety and stability with this all-wheel
drive vehicle and drive with confidence in any condition. This low mileage GMC Acadia has
barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Interesting features of this model
are luxury Denali model, Room for eight passengers, able handling, attractive styling, available
all-wheel drive, ample standard features, and lots of cargo space. Stop by and let us show you
the Hennessy way! Welcome to Hennessy Ford Lincoln Atlanta! Our brand new , square foot

facility is located just inside the perimeter on Peachtree Industrial Blvd in Chamblee. Hennessy
Ford Lincoln Atlanta is the premier Ford dealership in Atlanta for all of your automotive needs.
We are leading the way with Real-Time Market based Pricing that yields you the absolute best
values on every car and truck we offer. On top of that, we also offer nationwide delivery allowing
you to complete the entire process from the comfort of your home! Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic 5, Engine Type Gas 5, Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, 4 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Check Availability. Close Mr. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'd been looking for something to replace our dying Chevy
Avalanche and my biggest concern was towing our camper. I stumbled on the Acadia quite by
accident and we're so glad I did. It's a great looking car, has a very comfortable and roomy
interior, plenty of power, steers and handles well and this mighty 6-cylinder tows our camper
better than the 8-cylinder Avalanche, thanks to the smooth 6-speed automatic transmission!
The gas mileage is a combined 17 mpg, which could be better. The biggest thing I don't like is
the rear mud guards. They are hard plastic and hang low enough to scrape on those cement
blocks in parking lots. I suspect they will eventually need to be replaced with flexible ones.
We've been on long trips with it and love the ride and comfort. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
The GMC Acadia has a roomy and comfortable interior, generous cargo space, and great safety
and reliability ratings. However, it finishes in the bottom half of our midsize SUV rankings on
account of its cumbersome handling and slow acceleration. The 3-row Acadia has an
exceptionally spacious cabin that is well-suited for eight occupants or lots of cargo. It also has
a smooth ride quality and excellent crash safety ratings. We've also included information about
the Acadia's fuel economy, safety, and much more to give you an idea of the Acadia's strengths
and weaknesses. The U. News Best Cars staff has more than 75 years of combined experience
in the automotive industry, and we've been ranking the best vehicles since To keep our reviews
free from outside influence, we don't accept expensive gifts or trips from automakers, and the
ads on our site are placed and sold by a third party. Prices vary with vehicle condition, mileage,
and location. You'd spend about the same on a Chevrolet Traverse , though the Honda Pilot and
Ford Explorer could save you hundreds of dollars each year on these expenses. The Acadia
was fully redesigned for the model year, so the new Acadia has different styling and more
standard features including Android Auto and Apple CarPlay smartphone integration than the
used model. A four-cylinder engine powers the base Acadia; it's more fuel-efficient but less
powerful than the V6 in the used Acadia. There's less cargo space in the model, and it has
seating for seven rather than eight. Buying a used model may get you more features for the
money, since you could likely get a higher trim level for a similar price as the base model.
Ultimately, you should weigh the features and updates carefully to decide if a new or used
Acadia is better for you. Since the used Acadia has such a high average list price, there are
several high-ranking new SUVs you could get for a similar price â€” or even less in the case of
the Kia Sorento , which we named the Best 3-Row SUV for the Money. This model offers an
exceptional powertrain warranty, an upscale cabin, and great fuel economy. The all-new
Volkswagen Atlas and Honda Pilot have starting prices in the same range as a used Acadia, and
they offer spacious interiors to fit your whole family. As of this writing, there are two
outstanding recalls on the Acadia. First, the front windshield wiper motor may overheat or catch
fire. Second, the third-row seat frame could be improperly welded, which could increase the risk
of injury in an accident. Be sure these recalls have been addressed before you buy a used
Acadia. The Acadia saw a minor refresh for that brought upgraded infotainment and navigation
systems, updated interior and exterior styling, and new standard features, like a rearview
camera. There have been no major updates since then, so you may be able to find a similarly
equipped or Acadia for a much lower price than a model. The Acadia SL trim has a 6. Most
buyers should be happy with the base SL model's lengthy list of features. If you prefer a more
luxurious ride, step up to the Acadia SLT-1, which adds leather upholstery, heated front seats,
and a Bose sound system. It adds heated and ventilated front seats, a navigation system, a
head-up display, and a sunroof. Navigation, forward collision warning, and lane departure
warning are available in both SLT trim levels, and blind spot monitoring is available in SLT-1
models. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the GMC Acadia a Good rating â€” the
highest offered â€” for side impact and seat safety, roof strength, and moderate overlap front
crash safety. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gave the Acadia a perfect
five-star rating in overall, front, and side crash testing. It received four stars for rollover crash
safety. All Acadia SUVs are equipped with a rearview camera and rear parking sensors. Forward
collision warning, lane departure warning, blind spot monitoring, and rear cross traffic alert are

available in the SLT and Denali trim levels. Both vehicles offer a smooth ride, ample room for
eight people, loads of cargo space, and the same advanced safety features. Go with the Chevy
to get comparable SUV practicality for much less money. The Toyota Highlander has a lower
reliability rating and less passenger and cargo space than the Acadia, but it's still a slightly
more well-rounded vehicle. The Highlander outdoes the GMC with better fuel economy, a more
user-friendly infotainment system, and superior safety features like adaptive cruise control and
automatic emergency braking. If you can foot its higher price tag, the Highlander is your best
bet. Otherwise, the Acadia is a decent alternative. While the Ford Explorer offers more robust
engine performance and higher fuel economy than the Acadia, it falls short in most other
aspects. The Explorer has a below-average reliability rating, lower quality interior materials,
confining rear seats, a cumbersome infotainment system, and a smaller cargo area than the
Acadia. A six-speed automatic transmission and front-wheel drive are standard; all-wheel drive
AWD is available. The V6 is refined and quiet, and it offers sufficient muscle at low speeds.
However, it lacks passing power at higher speeds. The heavy crossover SUV can be difficult to
maneuver, though. It feels cumbersome around tight corners and bulky on narrow city streets.
The Acadia gets subpar fuel economy compared to rival midsize crossovers. Whether equipped
with front- or all-wheel drive, this model gets 15 mpg in the city and 22 mpg on the highway. The
front seats are plush, nicely contoured, and offer fine support over longer trips. The secondand third-row seats are exceptionally spacious, providing ample room for adults to sit
comfortably. Cloth upholstery is standard. Leather is available, as are heated and ventilated
front seats. All Acadia SUVs come with a 6. Available features include navigation, a rear-seat
DVD player, and a head-up display that projects pertinent driving information onto the
windshield. The Acadia offers With the second- and third-row seats folded, this expands to a
vast The Acadia is nearly 17 feet long. Models with front-wheel drive have a curb weight of 4,
pounds, while all-wheel-drive models weigh 4, pounds. Texas faces 'plumbing catastrophe,'
food shortages after devastating storm. There's a clear, scientific path to safely reopening
schools. The real barrier now is politics. Load Error. Microsoft and partners may be
compensated if you purchase something through recommended links in this article. Found the
story interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm already a fan, don't show this
again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy
Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new
window. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They lied about
the car!!! They had a huge dent in the car probably caused at the lot and they refused to
acknowledge it!!! I purchased this vehicle and received great service from Mary, Brennan and
Tony. Very nice and professional staff, great pricing and worth my 2 hour trip there. I highly
recommend purchasing from this dealership! Salesperson answered all my questions and
invited me in to take a closer look and test drive the truck. We expected to make a deposit when
we agreed to purchase the car but the dealer refused. Luckily we were able to come back 4 days
later and complete the sale with a bank check. We are happy with the condition of the car and
the salesman, Vinny was very helpful. Never respond and when visiting they could not find the
keys cause it was 30 minutes until closing time. We had a great experience with Jorge and his
crew! They were very professional and we had our car delivered to our doorstep. Highly
recommend! The experience with my purchase and trade was extremely good. In fact it was my
best ever. Only the person who handles the web inquiries contacted me. She said sales would
but they never did. Now the car is sold. Contacted dealer and made sure it was there and made
an appointment for the next day, they called the morning of and confirmed. I drove 1. Strong
recommendation to stay clear of this place! They were typical car salesman. Say anything to get
you to buy the car. Cry about how we wanted to much for our trade-in, which was probably true.
We did get the car we wanted and it was probably a fair deal. My experience was very good I feel
like a real celebrity why because there was no waiting for long periods of time in getting back
with me. Yes the lady I had talked to was from the same town I live after a brief chat we had! All
the details were not quite clear on the truck as they were detailing it and she went out of her
way to get those details for me and called me back. Unfortunately it was not a crewcab 4 door
and did not have 4 wheel drive. Very ready to assist she was. Everything went well. They
financed on all cars in their lot so that was great for me. Even though I couldn't get a vehicle
from here because of credit issues the staff was friendly and knowledgeable. I will be going
back. Dealer was quick to contact with some options. I did not buy because I went with Volvo
after test driving. Very nice people to deal with their really trying to sell this truck by offering a
nice low price. Short negotiation. They do have ad ons which were not advertised but we were
able to work it out quickly. I asked for some numbers, seller did not wanted to help until i
schedule a test drive and an in person meeting. The price was too low and as soon i enquired
the vehicle was removed from inventory, the seller insisted in setting an appointment but he

failed to tell me the car was not on inventory. A fish and bait tactic. Very helpful , called right
back and although I did not purchase the vehicle they provided me with other options and are
currently trying to find the car I want. Highly recommend. They responded back to me within
minutes of contact via text and were answering everything I asked. Very helpful in dealing with.
Outstanding, from top to bottom. Mike explained everything in detail and was extremely friendly
and helpful with our questions. Those who choose the GMC Acadia will enjoy a vehicle that has
had all the glitches and bugs purged over the 9 years it's been on the market. Introduced as a
model, and given a facelift for , the model is very similar to the Chevy Traverse and Buick
Enclave. The Acadia is a mid-to-full-size crossover that can seat up to 8 passengers. It can be
configured as either front-wheel drive FWD or all-wheel drive AWD and has a 6-cylinder engine
and 6-speed transmission. The GMC Acadia features some notable changes. Most important will
be the addition of 4G LTE connectivity. General Motors is rolling out proactive alerts using this
high-speed communications network. According to GM, the speed of the data transfer is times
faster than the telematics system the optional OnStar systems used in the past. That means
GMC will be able to send you a text if your tire is going flat while you're at work. That's just one
easy-to-understand way this connectivity will benefit owners. The GMC Acadia's seating can be
configured two ways from the factory. Thus, it's either a 7- or 8-passenger vehicle. GMC offers
four trim levels for the Acadia. It should be noted that GMC also offers a Denali series of
Acadias that have a higher level of standard content, but we cover the Acadia Denali separately.
The 3. This engine is used widely throughout GM's lineups and is known as smooth and
reliable. It's coupled to a 6-speed automatic transmission. The Acadia can tow a respectable 5,
pounds with its available trailer package, very good for the class. The GMC Acadia offers an
attractive and functional interior. That interior can be relatively basic in terms of creature
comforts or extremely luxurious at the SLT-2 trim level. The center console varies depending
upon trim. We recently tested a GM vehicle that has the same infotainment system as the SLT
trims, and we say bravo. The GMC touchscreen system is easy to use, and you will find that
your phone syncs quickly. The touchscreen also removes the hassle of learning a mouse-based
system, which rarely works better than this simple setup. Safety is paramount in any family
vehicle. The Acadia does not offer auto-braking forward-collision mitigation, a system we feel
makes sense on any vehicle, particularly at this price point. Thus, the Acadia cannot earn top
marks in safety. However, the Acadia does have forward collision alert. Size matters in crashes,
and the Acadia is bigger than most vehicles on the road. The GMC Acadia offers exceptional
value in a midsize to large 3-row crossover. It can be a relatively low-priced family vehicle with
all-weather capability and can also be a very luxurious vehicle when the options list is fully
checked. The Acadia also comes with the peace of mind of knowing that the vehicle is built on
proven technology. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized GMC Dealer.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
roswell chevy
sst 09960 10010
2001 honda rancher 350
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with

us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

